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Tuesday, November 10, 1998, 10:00 – 13:00 hours

Particpants:

Bert Metz, RIVM, The Netherlands (chairman)
Luiz Gylvan Meiro Filho, MTU, Brazil
José Domingos Gonzales Miquez, MTU, Brazil
José Goldemberg, Univ. São Paulo, Brazil
Chris Mitchel, CSIRO, Australia
Daniel Lashof, NRDC, USA
Bill Hare, Greenpeace International
Shuguang�Zhou, China
Michel den Elzen, RIVM, The Netherlands
Marcel Berk, RIVM, The Netherlands
Geoff Jenkins, Hadley Centre, Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
Art Jacques, Canada

The main purpose of the meeting was to exchange information on research activities in the various
countries and to identify scientific issues of particular interest for further research and preparations
for the planned expert meeting in Brazil the next year.
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 Meira Filho recalled that in the original proposal (UNFCCC/AGBM/1997/misc.1/add.3), it had
been suggested to use an agreed simple climate model for the calculation of the region/countries’
contribution to temperature increase and to consider all anthropogenic sources of the greenhouse
gases. However, the calculations as presented in the proposal were based on fossil CO2 emissions
only with use of a simple linear model. He acknowledged that the original methodology contained
certain shortcomings and was not valid outside its time domain of 1990-2020. Brazil has already
developed a revised version of the original methodology to deal with these problems.  The idea is
still to work on a methodology or model that is as simple as possible for reasons of transparency,
but based on the IPCC ‘state-of-the-art’ knowledge.
 So far, several groups in various countries, namely, China, USA, Canada, The
Netherlands, France and Australia, have evaluated the Brazilian proposal. Meira Filho said the aim
of the planned expert workshop would be to work towards a consensus methodology or model. This
should be done first before looking into any policy aspects, which therefore are explicitly not
addressed in the planned workshop. Next, he gave a brief overview of the present state of the
Brazilian model, and some of the problems related to regional attribution of temperature such as the
non-linearities between the cause and effect relationship (see also below). It has been suggested that
during SBSTA-9 countries’ contribution to sea-level rise and the rate of global mean surface
temperature increase also be considered.
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 For historical CO2 emissions the following databases are used for the industrial (fossil and cement
production) sources: (i) CDIAC-ORNL (ii) RIVM (the EDGAR-HYDE data set), and (iii) IIASA.
For the land-use sources these are: (i) RIVM (the EDGAR-HYDE data set), (ii) IIASA, (iii)
Woodshole Research Center, and (iv) EPA. For the historical anthropogenic CH4 and N2O
emissions, databases used are: (i) RIVM (the EDGAR-HYDE data set), and (ii) IIASA, and for the
halocarbon emissions (e.g. CFCs) there are the databases, (i) RIVM (the EDGAR-HYDE data set),
and (ii) AFEAS.
 Since not all emissions data are on a country, or detailed regional, basis a scaling procedure is
required to scale these emissions data towards emissions on the required aggregation level for the
final analysis. Both data and scaling procedures should be addressed in the Brazilian workshop.
Special attention is needed for possible inconsistencies between the historical data, and the present
IPCC emissions estimates and emissions scenarios. It was suggested exploring the willingness of
the various research groups dealing with emission data to compare data sets before the workshop.
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The original Brazilian Proposal focuses mainly on the calculation of the Annex 1-region/countries’
contribution to global mean surface temperature increase. For this kind of calculation, it was
suggested to focus on two kind of climate models, namely: (i) the Simple Climate Models (SCMs)
(IPCC, 1997); or (ii) the more even simple parameterised models, such as described in the recent
Brazilian report. Both methodologies are simple, represent IPCC ‘state-of-the-art’ science and are
transparent for policy makers.

•  From emissions to concentration
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For calculating CO2 concentration from emissions there are three kinds of simple models, namely:
(i) multi-sum exponential response functions (like the Bern model (IPCC) and the present

Brazilian model);
(ii) simple carbon cycle models (coupled multi-sum exponential response functions for the

oceanic uptake, and simple terrestrial box models for the terrestrial biospheric uptake) like
the carbon cycle models in the MAGICC model (Wigley) and meta-IMAGE model
(RIVM);

(iii) inverse carbon cycling models (Enting and Wigley).
A sensitivity analysis is needed to assess the impact of the model type on the absolute and relative
regional CO2 concentration projection. A similar sensitivity analysis is needed for the carbon
balancing procedure. In IPCC (1994) the CO2 fertilisation mode was used only to balance the
present and past carbon budget, but for the workshop it would be interesting to assess the impact of
various carbon balancing procedures (like the combination of CO2 and N fertilisation, and
temperature feedbacks).
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For the CH4 concentration, the IPCC (1997) suggested using one-box models with an atmospheric
lifetime dependent on the atmospheric CH4 concentration, and the emissions of CO, NOx and
VOCs, and a soil sink term. There are now two kinds of SCMs, namely: (i) one with a constant
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��� atm (like the present Brazilian model), and (ii) one with a variable atmospheric
lifetime (like the MAGICC model (Wigley) and meta-IMAGE model (RIVM). Another model
would be a parameterisation using a multi-sum exponential function based on various MAGICC
model runs for various greenhouse gas emissions scenarios. Here, a sensitivity analysis is also
necessary to study the impact of various parameterisations.
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For the other greenhouse gases the one-box models of the IPCC (1997) are suggested.

In the final analysis we only consider the greenhouse gases which are regulated in the Kyoto
Protocol, i.e. CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFC and SF6. Therefore we neglect the impact of CFCs
regulated in the Montreal Protocol, and aerosols and ozone precursors (SO2, NOx, tropospheric
ozone) regulated in Clean Air Protocols.

•  From concentrations to radiative forcing
 
 Using the IPCC radiative forcing functions as described in IPCC (1997) was suggested.
 However, the linkage between attribution of concentrations and attribution of radiative forcing from
CO2 is more complicated than linking the attribution of concentration to the origin of emissions (see
Enting, 1998; revised Brazilian proposal). The total regional radiative forcing depends on the
procedure followed. There are two possibilities: the radiative forcing can be calculated in
proportion to (i) the attribution of the CO2 concentration, or (ii) the changes in the attributed
concentrations. For the latter the methodology of a marginal approach is possible, as described in
the present Brazilian report and Enting (1998). Both methodologies should be evaluated and
compared in the final analysis.
 
•  From radiative forcing to temperature increase

For the conversion from radiative forcing to regional surface temperature increase, there are three
kinds of SCMs, namely:
(i) multi-sum exponential response functions based on GCM outcome (in the present Brazilian

model, the coefficients are 20 and 100 years, respectivelyD
(ii) simple energy-box diffusion-upwelling climate models (the meta-IMAGE model uses this

approach as in the MAGICC model);
(iii) parameterisation based on GCM outcome has been done by Enting (1998).
Here, the problem of attribution of radiative forcing and attribution of temperature increase is dealt
with in the cumulative approach of the historical regional radiative forcing in the energy balance
equation for the mean surface-temperature increase. It should be noted that the modelling approach
followed here should be consistent with the one adopted for the calculation for the atmospheric CO2

concentration.
The regional contribution outcome is probably more dependent on the assumed adjustment

constant in the climate system than on the climate sensitivity parameter.
The final analysis should ignore the effects of aerosols, since the sulphur emissions are not

regulated in the Kyoto Protocol. The same holds for the cooling effect of stratospheric ozone
depletion (CFCs).

A problem noted with the temperature increase indicator is that it cannot be linked to measured
temperature increase. It was suggested to consider only the anthropogenic fraction of the observed
temperature increase and present only the relative contribution to temperature increase, instead of
the absolute contribution of each country. Special focus is needed on the relaxation time/climate
adjustment factor.

•  From temperature increase to sea-level rise

Sea-level rise can be calculated in two ways:
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(i) multi-sum exponential response functions based on GCM outcome (in the present Brazilian
model);

(ii) individual simple modules for calculating the various components of sea-level rise.

For (ii), a simple energy-box diffusion-upwelling climate model (as in the MAGICC model or the
meta-IMAGE model) can be used for the calculation of the main component of sea-level rise,
thermal expansion caused by the flux of heat into the oceans. The other component of sea-level rise,
melting of glaciers and ice caps, can be calculated using simple models, as described by IPCC
(1997). Still there is the additional, not realised (‘ in the pipeline’) problem of the sea-level rise.
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 For the calculation of the regional contribution to the temperature increase for the period after 1990,
emissions scenarios for the main greenhouse gases are necessary. Using the new IPCC-SRES
emissions scenarios (under preparation) has been suggested.
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Meira Filho reported that the Brazilian workshop would probably be held in March 1999, as a 3-day
workshop for about 30 persons. The planned location of the workshop is Brazil, but could also be
somewhere else to save travelling costs. Suggestions on participants were welcomed, especially
with respect to the linkage with IPCC Working Group I. Brazil agreed to form an organising
committee to include some of the participants of the meeting.
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- IPCC (1997), An introduction to simple climate models used in the IPCC second assessment report. IPCC
Technical Paper II edited by Houghton, J.T., Meira Filho, L.G., Griggs, D.J., Maskell, K., February,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK.


